A single young eagle was in the nest. The nestling was old enough to sit upright on its tarsi and to adopt a somewhat threatening posture when alarmed. It was covered with a dense coat of woolly down which was dark grayish-black on the back, wings, and legs, and white on the entire head, ventral portion of the neck, breast, and abdomen ( fig. 2) .
With the aid of ropes, E. N. H. climbed to the nest and found that it measured about 1.5 m in diameter, being composed of large, coarse sticks and lined with smaller sticks and dead and fresh green leaves, including several sizable lengths of palm fronds. The nest was situated in a central crotch of the pine 27 m above the ground.
A single young eagle was in the nest. The nestling was old enough to sit upright on its tarsi and to adopt a somewhat threatening posture when alarmed. It was covered with a dense coat of woolly down which was dark grayish-black on the back, wings, and legs, and white on the entire head, ventral portion of the neck, breast, and abdomen ( fig. 2) .
The party returned to Mirasol for the night, but on the following day, equipped with cameras to document this unusual find. E. N. H. and an assistant rode back to the nest site. Another ascent to the nest was made, and the nestling was photographed. In mid-afternoon, motion pictures were made of the surviving parent (presumed at the time to be the male because of its smaller size) approaching the nest carrying a snake with the colorful banded pattern characteristic of certain species of king and coral snakes. Prior to leaving the area, the observers watched the snake being fed to the nestling by the parent.
Neither the adult nor the nestling was collected, but the outcome of the breeding attempt is not known, since it was impossible to visit the area again in 1947. Sheffler returned to the locality in the early slimmer of 1948, but he found no eagles in the vicinity, or signs that the nest was again being used.
In May 1958, another nest of this scarce species was reported to Sheffler, who was again at Ranch0 Guirocoba.
The second nest was located on the southern exposure of Tablas Mountain, about 15 km SE of Ranch0 Guirocoba at an elevation of 1000 m. When Sheffler visited the site on 9 May 1958, he found that the nest was located in the main crotch of a tremendous fig tree (Ficus sp.) growing in a canyon bottom. Both members of the nesting pair were present, and the male was collected and subsequently deposited at the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology ( #13,818).
The nest contained a single egg, which was also collected and is now at the Western Foundation (#11,250). The specimen is dull white with a heavily pitted, almost corrugated surface. by the time he reached the remote locality, the nesting attempt had already met with failure. Local residents, who were able to look down into the nest from a nearby cliff, told him that ravens (Corvus corax) had broken and eaten the single egg which the nest had originally contained.
We thank Dean Amadon for suggesting this note and for commenting on an earlier draft. We also appreciate the assistance of George Lowery, Raymond Quigley, and Clark Sumida. In 1972, I laid out 16 contiguous 18.9-m" plots in a sandy area of the Sooty Tern colony by tying 0.6-cm rope close to the ground between stakes. I checked for laying and hatching as previously described for the Brown Noddy, except that I placed a numbered rock beside each egg when discovered.
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